Adaptive boundary conditions for physically based follow-up breast MR image registration.
This paper presents an algorithm for non-rigid registration of breast MRI follow-up images that compensates for differences in patient positioning while maintaining real anatomical and pathological changes. The proposed method uses a biomechanical model to constrain the deformation of the internal breast tissue according to elastic continuum mechanics, which is driven by suitable boundary conditions that align the breast surfaces in the images to be registered. Typically, such boundary conditions impose one-to-one surface point correspondences that are established a priori. We investigate alternative, more flexible boundary conditions that do not depend on fixed point correspondences and do not assume completely accurate breast surface segmentation in both images. More specifically, we allow for sliding motion of one surface over the other during deformation as well as for restricted motion perpendicular to the initially segmented boundary surface, based on the internal elastic forces and local intensity information. We evaluate the impact of different boundary conditions on registration quality from the subtraction images obtained for repeated scans of healthy volunteers with intermediate repositioning, using rigid body and free form whole volume intensity based registration for comparison, and also present initial results for actual patient data. Our results demonstrate a drastic reduction in subtraction artifacts using our model, without compromising the biomechanical validity of the deformation field such as unrealistically large local volume changes as with traditional voxel intensity based registration.